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Turkey is very rugged and mountainous country, average height
is more than 1100 m. 90 % of its land in hillside slope is greater
than 10%. Being a mountainous country Turkey one of the
countries mostly affected by erosion and flooding
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Turkey lies in a semi-arid region of the world, precipitation is
limited to 5-6 months and areal distribution is not homogeneous,
Average rainfall is 643 mm / year and rainfall varies between 250
mm and 2500 mm.



BASINS

Turkey is divided 25 hydrological basins. Total annual flows of the basins 
is 186 billion m3
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Sectoral Water Uses

Sectors
Water
(billion
m3)

Irrigation
34

Irrigation
34

Water 
Supply 7

Industry 5

Total 46



Turkey has about 120 natural lakes, including small lakes in the
mountains. Also she has 706 small and big reservoirs .



Erosion and Sediment in Turkey

Turkey is among the countries where the erosion incidents –one of
the most important ecologic event- occure actively, where erosion
is observed in all its shapes and levels. % 86 of the country has
been exposed to water and wind erosion.



Every year, in addition to bed load, approximately 500 million tons
of suspended sediment and 9 million tone nutrient are carried by
stream and rivers (EIE).

In our country, every two years 1 mm of soil is transported due to
erosion.



The General Directorate of State of Hydraulic Works (DSI),
placed under the Ministry of Forestry and Water Affairs, offers
four main areas of service.

DSI SERVICES

� Agriculture

� Enerji

� Services (drinking and industrial water)

� Environmental and flood control



DSI has given the importance to erosion and sediment issues
because of prevention life and property loss, not adversely
affected the planned economic lifes of the natural and built dams
with 148 km³ reservuar area, to maintain the function of flood
control structures constructed to prevent settlements area ,
agricultural lands and facilities.
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DSI has been done erosion and flood control works more than 50
years in the trubitary river basins. DSI generally specializes
reclamation of stream, also DSI cooperates with the other public
agencies in order to slope area works.

EROZYON VE FLOOD KONTROL 
WORKS of DSI



EROSION and FLOOD CONTROL MEASURES 

Erosion and sediment control methods should be to reduce the loss of 
water and materials in the upper basin and to drain water and 
material in a harmless way.  

Measures consist of land reclamation, gully and channel improvement.



LAND TREATMENT MEASURES
Main porpose of these measures is
to gain ruined nature balance among
the soil, water and vegetation.
Precautions are change according to
land use capability.

Forest area; protecting, arranging,
improving and rehabilitation forest,
terraces and affostration basins and
so on,

.

so on,

Agriculturel Area; contour farming,
strip cropping, crop rotation, some
terraces and so on,

Pasture Area; rotation grazing,
range improvement, range seeding,
proper use and so on.



STREAM COURCES MEASURES

Reclamation gully and stream cources is
required to establish the balance
between water abrasion and stream bed
resistance. For this reasion traversely
and longitudinal structures are
constructed in stream cources

Traversely StructuresTraversely Structures

Various thresholds; Vegetable, wood, dry
stone, mixing, masonry or fildöfer
thresholds. These structures are used
for the prevention of small gullies in
stream basins

.



Check Dams :

The most effective
structure used in stream
reclaimation is check dam.

Check dams main purpose is
to prevent stream bed, bank
erosion and control the landerosion and control the land
slide, where they are built
and within a certain distance
towards the up stream.



Check dams reclaim the
destroyed natural equilibrium of
the stream, prevent the
formation of the sediment

According to the state of theAccording to the state of the
problem of stream cources, they
are constructed as individual or
systematic



Also gradual check dams (breton check
dam) are used in practice

To control huge land slide
must be turn to the
construction of breton
check dams



Soil Saving Dams:

Horizontal structures built on the stream beds for storaging the
sediment before reaching the downstream are called soil saving
dams.

The actual function of soil saving dams is preventive one. In
addition they have a function of reclamation indrectly in given
distance.



Soil saving dam, store all of the debris
(sand, grave, stone,big rock) wood)

Soil saving dam, store only large
material



Grade Stabilizing Structures:

This structures generally costructured to keep ancient sediment
appropriate place and prevent stream bed and bank erosion in a
natural stream with a large wide bed. Also they make safe run
off.



Cross-Check:

If natural or artificial stream don’t have sediment problem but
having abrasion in theirs bed. Cross check is consturacted to
decrease the channel slope in order to prevent stream bed
erosion.



Lateral structures :

Generally, longitudinally structures
,increase the stream bed force, are
built in down stream. These;

� retaining wall
� vegetable, stone , concrete and
gabion pavement
� stone filling ,

picket bracing
� stone filling ,
� picket bracing
� beaks and so on.



EXECUTIVE MEASURES

Aim of these kind of measures is to
control and limit all kind of human
activity that destroy soil and vegetation
form of the stream basins.

�Preventing unlaw cutting of forest and
land clearing, protecting afforestation
areas by watcher.

�Preventing any negative interventions,
disrupt the flow regime of stream beds

Creation of public opinion and public
awareness about erosion and flood and
so on.



In the past years collaboration with DSI and forest Institutions,
reforestation work done in order to control erosion and sediment
in the tributary river basins so that successful results have been
made

After 2003, particularly given impetus to the afforestation works
of dam basins,



Riparian areas at stream edges are extremely important for
wildlife, biodiversity, aquatic life, water pollution, water
filtration and reducing the influence of floods. Therefore in the
planning stage, the forest of the water edge sould be separated
“the water edge of the forest" where the restrictions and
practices should be planned in detail

Forest of the water Edge



A composite fotograph 
of a relatively uniform, 
first rotation forest 
prior to redesign. 

A computer simulation 
of the forest design 
plan.

Forest of the water Edge

plan.

A sketch to show the 
future appearance of 
the re-designed forest 
with greater species
and structural 
diversity.

Forestry Commission, Edinburgh 2003



Taking precautions according to the situation of the problem means
in conduit of the stream and slobe area together is beneficial for
solving the erosion and flood problem in shorter time and more
effectively.



Aydın Kuyucak Şerabat
stream 

3 years later          5 years later 15 years later 

Re-formation of disturbed natural equilibrium depend
on working for many years in basins, observation,
very labor intensive and requires investment. In
addition working together official and voluntary
organizations and public participation

stream 
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